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Definition of Image Instance Segmentation 

Instance segmentation = object detection + semantic segmentation?







The two stage detector like Mask-RCNN is a representative two-stage 

instance segmentation approach that:

1. First generates candidate region-of-interests (ROIs) 

2. Then classifies and segments those ROIs in the second stage. 

The next few work followed on improving the FPN features or addressing 

the incompatibility between a mask’s confidence score and its 
localization accuracy. 

Two-Stage Approaches for Image Instance Segmentation 





YOLACT Architecture
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Performing mask segmentation of objects is much harder than 
obtaining bounding box of objects in object detection



Overall Model Architecture
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The drawback of the two-stage architectures (such as Mask 

RCNN) are: 

1. Two stage detectors have high accuracy but low performance

2. Dependent on Feature Localisation to generate/ produce 

masks of the objects

To address these issues, YOLACT uses a single stage detector 

extension which performs instance segmentation by breaking 

into subtasks , they forgo explicitly the localization step.



The network learns to localize masks on its own where visually , 

spatially and semantically similar instances appear in the 

prototypes .

The number of prototype masks in YOLACT is independent 

of the number of categories, this leads to distributed 

representation in the prototype space , this behavior leads to 

following advantages: 

1. Some prototype spatially partition the image

2. Some localize the instances

3. Some detect instance contours

4. Some encode position-sensitive directional maps

5. Some do the combo of the above operations



YOLACT adds a mask branch to the one-stage detectors without an 

explicit localization step, where  the complex task of instance 

segmentation is divided into two simpler, parallel tasks that can be 

assembled to form the final masks.

1. First branch obtains a set of image-sized “prototype masks” that do 

not depend on any one instance by using an FCN method.

2. Second branch adds an an extra head to the object detection 

branch to predict a vector of “mask coefficients” for each anchor 

that encode an instance’s representation in the prototype space.

3. Then by linearly combining the First branch and Second branch we 

generate the masks of instances which have be passed from NMS



Prototypes

The concept of using prototypes have been used extensively 

in the vision community , they are mainly used for obtaining 

the features whereas the current author has used to assemble 

masks for instance segmentation which are specific to each 

image then having global prototypes for entire dataset



Protonet: Network for Proto-type Generation
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The prototype generation branch (protonet) predicts a set of k 

prototype masks for the entire image according to the following 

design choices: 

1. Taking protonet from deeper backbone features which produces 

robust and high quality masks so from FPN -P3 the last layer 

having k channels is considered, then it is up-sampled to one 

fourth the dimensions of the input image to increase performance 

on small objects.

2. Individual prototype losses are not considered explicitly but 

instead the final mask loss after assembly.

3. Relu or non -linearity operation is performed on the protonet’s

output to keep it unbound as it allows the network to produce 

large, overpowering activation's on prototypes it is very confident 

about for  the background
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Prediction Head
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Mask Coefficients

In anchor based object detectors there are two branches in their 

prediction head.

1. To predict c class confidences

2. The other to predict 4 bounding box regressors.

To obtain the mask coefficient prediction, a third branch is simply 

added in parallel that predicts k mask coefficients, one 

corresponding to each prototype, thus instead of producing 4 + c 

coefficients per anchor, we produce 4 + c + k. 



Mask Assembly
The mask assembly steps produce the instance masks are given below:

1. Combining the prototype branch and mask coefficient branch by 

using a linear combination of the former with the latter as 

coefficients.

2. Applying a sigmoid nonlinearity to produce the final masks.

3. The combination is done using using a single matrix multiplication 

and sigmoid:

where P is an h×w ×k matrix of prototype masks and C is a n × k matrix of mask coefficients for n instances 

surviving NMS and score thresholding.



Slide credit to Daniel Bolya, Chong Zhou, Fanyi Xiao, Yong Jae Lee



Protonet Behavior
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Protonet Behavior

Prototype Behavior The activations of the same six prototypes across 

different images. Prototypes 1, 4, and 5 are partition maps with 

boundaries clearly defined in image a, prototype 2 is a bottom-left 

directional map, prototype 3 segments out the background and provides 
instance contours, and prototype 6 segments out the ground.



OTHER IMPROVEMENTS 

• Fast NMS 

• Semantic Segmentation Loss
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1. generating a set of prototypes masks

2. predicting the sub instance mask co efficient



Fast NMS 

1 2 3 4 5

1 X12 X13 X14 X15

2 X23 X24 X25

3 X34 X35

4 X45

5
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Standard NMS : In most object detectors NMS is used to suppress 

duplicate detections. The NMS operation is performed sequentially, 

that is for each of the c classes in the dataset, sort the detected 

boxes descending by confidence, and then for each detection remove 

all those with lower confidence than it that have an IoU overlap 

greater than some threshold. Though its is fast it is a large barrier 

when it comes to obtained 30 fps

Fast NMS: To remove the sequential nature of the traditional NMS 

the author introduces the Fast NMS where every instance can be 

decided to be kept or discarded in parallel , to perform this we use 

already -removed detections to suppress other detections, which is 

not possible in traditional NMS.



Steps of Fast NMS

The following steps are followed

1. Compute a c × n × n pairwise IoU matrix X for the top n 

detections

2. Batched sorting in descending order by score for each of c 

classes.

3. Computation of IoU which can be easily vectorized. Then, find 

which detections to remove by checking if there are any higher-

scoring detections with a corresponding IoU greater than some 

threshold t.



Implementation of Fast NMS :

1. First setting the lower triangle and diagonal of X to 0, wich can be 

performed in one batched triu call.

2. Taking the column-wise max,to compute a matrix K of maximum 
IoU values for each detection.

3. Thresholding this matrix with t (K < t) will indicate which detections 
to keep for each class.
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Segmentation Loss

• Since each pixel can be assigned to more than one class we 
use sigmoid and c channels 

• This loss is given a weight of 1 and results in a +0.4 mAP
boost.
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Loss Function
Three losses are used to train the model: 

1. classification loss Lcls

2. box regression loss L box

3. mask loss L mask 

To compute mask loss, they simply take the pixel-wise binary cross 

entropy between assembled masks M and the ground truth masks 

M gt : L mask = BCE(M, M gt ).
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YOLACT++ 

• Fast Mask Re-Scoring Network 

• Deformable Convolution with Intervals

• Optimized Prediction Head
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Fast Mask Re-Scoring Network
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Optimized Prediction Head

• keeping the scales unchanged while increasing the anchor aspect 
ratios from [1,1/2,2] to [1,1/2,2,1/3,3]

• keeping the aspect ratios unchanged while increasing the scales per 
FPN level by threefold
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RESULTS
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Yolact and Yolact++
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The advantages of YOLACT include: 

1. Lightweight assembly process due to parallel structure

2. Marginal amount of computational overhead to one-stage 

detectors like ResNet101

3. Masks quality are high

4. Generic concept of adding of generating prototypes and 

mask coefficients




